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FOREWORD

In recent years we have seen a certain number of people, often very young, become 
radicalised and leave for combat zones in Syria and Iraq in order to join the jihad. Most 
people know that this phenomenon is hitting our country particularly hard, since it 
heads the list of European Union countries for the number of departures per inhabitant. 
The terrorist attacks of January and November have added a sense of urgency which is 
now revealing itself in the multipliation of initiatives, especially with regard to pre-
vention. Even though recent statistics show that these measures are beginning to bear 
fruit and the number of departures is stabilising, the situation still remains worrying. 
Moreover, the despair of the parents of youngsters who have been seduced by calls to 
violent radicalisation has not lessened: how can we take into account their feeling of 
isolation, incomprehension or even of guilt? How can we help them and build a bridge of 
confidence with them? What makes this even more difficult is the fact that, inside the 
families concerned the subject has for the most part remained strictly taboo.

Efforts to curb the process of violent radicalisation must not leave out these families 
– who are made up, in the broad sense of the term, of not only parents (above all, moth-
ers) but also brothers and sisters, close friends etc. Setting aside their distress, they can 
also play an essential role on several levels: preventing a youngster from carrying out his 
intention, preventing the radicalisation of other members of the circle of friends, and 
thereby avoiding the phenomenon from spreading.

In this context, the King Baudouin Foundation has embarked upon a three-part 
programme:

• a call for projects1  focusing on support for their families and close friends: 
twelve projects in Brussels and Flanders were chosen in November 2015 with a 
combined budget of nearly €100,000.  Based on the experience of youngsters and 
parents, with highly varied approaches (support groups for their mothers, educa-
tional tools, information and public awareness meetings involving ex-jihadists, 
etc), they seek to respond to the needs of the families affected by violent radicalisa-
tion and by the (risk of) one of the young men or women in their families leaving 
for Iraq or Syria;

• setting up, together with three foundations from other countries, of an network 
to exchange practices with the aim of developing the capacities of a dozen NGOs 
active in the field of preventing violent radicalisation in seven countries ;

• a series of three seminars, held between September 2015 and January 2016, to 
gain a better understanding of this phenomenon, placing the emphasis on the 
support to be provided to the families. These seminars examined the three main 
phases of the process of violent radicalisation: first, the detection of the earliest 
signs of radicalisation; second, on providing assistance to their families when a 
relative has left home, and third and last, on coping with the sensitive issue of their 
return.

1  See Appendix 1 for a brief description of the twelve selected projects.
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Our society is confronted with a problem that is in constant evolution, whether 
at the level of either methods of recruiting the youngsters, or their profiles, or with 
finding answers to these questions. There are a great many issues, a large number of 
players are involved and relevant expertise still has to be built up.  Although helping the 
families of radicalised youngsters is the common theme of this series of seminars, their 
format and choice of speakers took into account the diversity of opinions by encourag-
ing discussion and dialogue among decision-makers, local authority representatives, 
parents of radicalised youngsters, the police, NGO representatives, teachers and so on. 
Besides, more than once the opinions exchanged during these meetings went outside 
the families theme to tackle other questions such as the recruitment of young girls, the 
religious factor and security aspects arising when the young people return home. 

The Foundation thought it would be useful to put together the meeting reports of 
these three seminars to bear witness to the richness of the discussion they engendered. 
The Foundation would like to express its deep gratitude towards the parents of young 
radicalised people, parents who had the courage to share their painful experiences. It 
also thanks the experts who came to share the practices that have proved their worth in 
Belgium and in other European countries too. It hopes thus to provide some keys to un-
derstanding and some tools that might be able to help put an effective stop to the process 
of radicalisation and its disastrous consequences.

King Baudouin Foundation 
March 2016

Foreword
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Detecting the first signs 
and preventing departures

Seminar of

21 September 2015: 
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Violent radicalisation can happen very swiftly indeed and affect young people who had until 
that moment been leading quite ordinary lives. Therefore, in order to take action it is vital to 
detect, as early as possible, the first warning signs of change.  But what are these worrying signs, 
and how can one avoid confusing them with life choices that are part and parcel of personal free-
dom? What can families and close friends actually do when they see one of their loved ones fall 
into the clutches of fundamentalist propaganda? What are their needs and what help do they ask 
for? And, more broadly, what preventative resources can the community deploy to prevent violent 
radicalisation from spreading? These are just some of the questions to which the first seminar 
tried to provide some answers.

Seminar of 21 September 2015: Detecting the first signs and preventing departures
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1. THREE TESTIMONIES, THREE STORIES

Saliha Ben Ali (S.A.V.E. Belgium)2

Sabri, one of Mrs Ben Ali’s sons, left home at the age of 19 to fight in Syria. That is where 
he died. Yet for a long time he had been been a young boy just like any other, brought 
up in an open-minded ‘mixed’ Muslim family (one parent Sunni, the other Shiite). 
Everything changed at the age of 18 and a half years when he began studying at cater-
ing school. Suddenly he broke off his studies, alleging that he was the victim of racial 
discrimination. He started looking for a job, sent out many job application letters but, 
although he spoke three languages, the only job he could find was to collect garbage. This 
only strengthened his feelings of exclusion: he believed that there was nothing for him 
in Belgium; he no longer saw any future for himself.  

From that moment on, Sabri began visiting a friend who by his clothes, behaviour 
and speech presented himself clearly as a radical young Muslim. He started going to the 
mosque to pray and even gave up his job, giving as excuse that it prevented him from 
praying at the correct times. He also broke of relations with his friends who were either 
non-Muslims or Muslims who in his opinion were too moderate. His speech became 
increasingly radical - he was attacking Western civilisation, attacking democracy and so 
on. Within a very short space of time, Sabri’s personality had changed completely, as if 
someone had wiped his “hard disk” and replaced it with another. In the end he left home 
for Syria without warning his family. Between the time when he had begun his routine 
of daily prayer and the day of his departure, the radicalisation process had taken only 
three months.

After her son’s death, Mrs Ben Ali’s first reaction was to tell everybody and to 
denounce this sectarian process which had nothing to do with the true way of Islam. 
First of all, she set up a support group where parents affected by this tragedy were able to 
speak their views freely without fear of being judged. But she wanted to go even further, 
do something concrete at the level of prevention and creating awareness among young 
people, even among children, to explain to them that religion does not block free will.

She regularly visits schools where she has noticed that the children are very eager 
to know more. They are bursting with questions but there’s no place where they can 
ask them -  not at home nor at school, where teachers avoid these topics through fear of 
heated arguments. Furthermore, it is extremely important that it is their parents (Mus-
lim), and especially their mothers, who should be replying to these questions: a child will 
be far more convinced by hearing testimony from another mother. 

Mrs Ben Ali ended up by setting up S.A.V.E. Belgium, an NGO which structures the 
various initiatives and maintains contacts with other partner bodies, including those in 
other countries.

2  See in Appendix 2 a set of short biographies of all the speakers who contributed to the three seminars.

Seminar of 21 September 2015: Detecting the first signs and preventing departures
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Amy-Jane Gielen (A.G. Advies – Pays-Bas)
It is vital to support close friends because they constitute a vulnerable group. In fact, 
young people who are radicalised utilise social networks and the media to try to influ-
ence their family members or other circles. Amy-Jane Gielen gave two real-life examples: 
a young man who had left to fight suddenly made contact via FaceBook with a cousin 
living in France. Only three hours later it could be seen that this cousin had changed 
his photo on FaceBook (substituting emblems of the Islamic State for a photo of himself 
standing in front of the Eiffel Tower). In another recent case, a young Dutch girl aged 19 
reported in the press about her life, apparently idyllic, in the Islamic State. A short while 
later, three of her girl friends aged just 15-16 years also left to go there.

When a youngster has gone abroad, the family must absolutely receive support and 
assistance. This psychological support is indispensable at every stage of the process, in-
cluding after the young person’s death, if that happens: managing grief, preventing any 
(younger) brothers and sisters from idealising the person who died overseas by making 
them a role model.

Another reason for working with these families is that, through their testimony 
they can act as a lever to act against radicalisation. However, very little research is being 
done on working with close friends. Why?

• because priority is given to repression: the security angle is easier to “sell”
• because the focus is on the individuals who leave but people forget that they form 

part of a network. Radicalisation is not an issue affecting individuals only, it is a 
social phenomenon: the solution is therefore also to be found in this network.

There is no “one size fits all” method: what works in one country with decentralised 
governments, such as Germany, will not be as effective in another more centralised 
country, such as France. It follows that the local and national contexts have to be taken 
into account for each different case.

Another lesson learned from Amy-Jane Gielen’s experience is that it is useless to 
become involved in an ideological or theological debate with young people who are be-
coming radicalised. This is likely to turn into a dialogue of the deaf: on the one hand, we 
are not equipped to have such a discussion and we have no legitimacy; on the other hand, 
many young people are genuinely “religious illiterates” who have very basic knowledge 
of Islam. The only thing one can do, if they have questions, is to guide them in the direc-
tion of the right people capable of giving them the answers they are looking for.

Julia Berczyk (HAYAT – Germany) 
HAYAT is a programme run by a Berlin-based NGO which is trying to fight against 
all forms of extremism and violence. It’s the oldest “deradicalisation” programme in 
Germany and to date it is the most effective: over 500 individual cases have already been 
handled. Its priority aim is the close (family) circle around the radicalised youngster 
because the people closest to him are the first to notice certain worrying signs, and they 
are also the people who can instil the first doubts in that young person’s mind.

Seminar of 21 September 2015: Detecting the first signs and preventing departures
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The support given to the youngster’s family and friends (advice to families, re-
plies to their questions, coaching, training etc) is designed to enable them to play this 
constructive role and to avoid that, under the influence of the youngster, any of them 
also become radicalised. Here we are including the youngster’s close family members, 
relatives, social network, school friends and so on. In principle, the programme is not 
addressed only to the young person becoming radicalised. If it were, the NGO would 
risk being seen as a sort of “Western manipulator” and this would be unacceptable. In 
certain cases, direct contact is made with the young person but only at a later stage or 
after his return home.

Julia Berczyk confirms that it is useless and counter-productive to enter into any 
theological debate. Sometimes some arguments are suggested to parents that they can 
use to challenge conservative imams. But the programme is above all concentrated on 
the emotional dimension.

The programme also deliberately adopts a passive approach: it does not go out look-
ing for families that have been confronted with this issue, but rather it responds to their 
requests. Actually, trust is a crucial factor of success and that is why it is important that 
the initiative should come from the families themselves. They can establish contact 
either directly with the programme or – introduced recently – via a national ‘hotline’ 
being operated as a pilot project. After an initial assessment at this level the request is 
passed on to the NGO with most appropriate skills. Consultation meetings are held on a 
regular basis to harmonise their approaches.

Are there any early warning signs that can be detected? From her own experience 
Julia Berczyk distinguishes three typical situations:

• the family has not seen anything coming and has not noticed any sign (this is 
sometimes due to a lack of communication within the family itself);

• there have been perceptible signs, such as changing the way they dress. But this 
is very difficult to interpret: the simple fact of wearing more traditionally styled 
clothes is not in itself evidence of radicalisation! In a first stage, these signs are 
sometimes interpreted positively by the family circle: the young person stops 
smoking, appears to “settle down”, goes to the mosque to pray, etc  

• the most obvious signs are the radical opinions clung to in any political or religious 
discussion: as a rule attacking Western society and democracy, accusing others of 
not being good Muslims, defending violence as a legitimate defence against dis-
crimination, talking about religion in a highly abstract and conceptual manner… 
Little by little the young person retreats into a sort of ideological isolation and 
burns bridges with former friends, as we saw in the testimony of Saliha Ben Ali. 

What are the possible strategies? Every case is different and unique, so you need to 
have the maximum possible information in order to fully understand and evaluate the 
situation and the youngster’s real motivations. You have to find the key motivation in 
each precise case: what is it that kicked off the radicalisation process? What is it that 
seduced that person into religious fundamentalism? Once the problem has been identi-
fied, especially through analyising the role of the different players within the family, 
then a solution can be worked upon.

Seminar of 21 September 2015: Detecting the first signs and preventing departures
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To quote a real example: a young Muslim woman became increasingly isolated and 
was talking about giving up her job at a bank because it obliged her to have too many 
contacts with clients who were men. The intervention consisted in contacting her 
employer to see if it would be possible to give her another function where she would only 
have much more limited contacts with colleagues whom she knew. This stopped the radi-
calisation process in its tracks and the young woman was shown that it was possible for 
her to live with her values in  our society (which she hadn’t believed possible). 

Julia Berczik listed the basic conditions for success in a programme like HAYAT:
• it is important that the inititiative should come from a civil society player like an 

NGO, and not from a political authority. An official hotline has also been opened 
in Germany, but it receives practically no calls from parents;

• this NGO must operate in a broad domain of activity and have an image with scope 
wider than just fighting Muslim radicalisation: HAYAT objects to all forms of 
violent extremism, including the majority of far-right Islamophobic movements. 
This gives it a greater legitimacy;

• the initiative must be voluntary in character: it is the family who decides to be-
come involved in the process and the family can withdraw at any moment;

• transparency: you have to explain clearly what is being done and what is not being 
done; never raise unrealistic hopes;

• observance of confidentiality: the information provided by the families is handled 
in secrecy – people are not even obliged to give their real names  - and, with some 
exceptions (see below) their information is never handed over to the public au-
thorities or to the police.

2. SOME THOUGHTS AND PRACTICAL TIPS

A selection of ideas, thoughts and practical recommendations made during both the 
discussions between speakers and audience and in the round table debates:

• it is important to concentrate attention above all on the young person himself 
rather than on the problem, and to maintain dialogue with him. Then one can 
work on the basis of the problem.

• how the respect of confidentiality be reconciled with the obligation to denounce 
certain actions of a (potentially) criminal nature? In cases of clear threat against 
the youngster himself or against a third party, it is best to urge the family to take 
the initiative to inform the police. If the family takes no action, one can do it on 
their behalf while informing them clearly that secrecy will be broken only to 
denounce specific actions.

• there is no particular profile of a youngster who becomes radicalised, neither 
any social classes which would be more affected than the others. Hence there is 
no systematic connection with poverty or lack of education: some young people 

Seminar of 21 September 2015: Detecting the first signs and preventing departures
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who leave to become fighters have for example a university degree, while others 
coming from well-off (catholic) backgrounds typically Belgian, German, Dutch …. 
Therefore one has to avoid feeding the divisions between “them” and “us”: it’s our 
children who are leaving!

• a characteristic trait seems nevertheless to emerge: a study of 140 young people 
who left to fight brought to light that, in 60% of cases, there are psychosocial 
problems in connection with a family issue (divorce, marital violence, over-indebt-
edness etc) and most especially with the figure of the father who may be absent or 
violent, etc

• care must be taken with the terminology used: we are the people who talk about 
‘radicalisation’, but the families themselves rarely use this term! They mostly say 
that the young person is under the influence of other people, that they no longer 
recognise him, that he has withdrawn into a shell… It can be clumsy to use words 
which could have another resonance for his family/close friends.

• some people also wonder what radicalisation is exactly, or stress that the problem 
lies in violent radicalisation, not in radicalisation itself (you can see a similar kind 
of ‘radical’ behaviour in confirmed vegetarian enthusiasts): in their eyes, Salafism 
should not be in itself stigmatised.

• too much emphasis is placed on the harmful influence of certain mosques or of 
certain imams when the principal danger comes rather from the Internet. On the 
contrary, the mosque (and through it the local Muslim community) can also be a 
valuable ally even if in a good number of cases the youngsters rarely go there.

• in the life of a young person, there is often an upheaval, a traumatising event 
which engenders a feeling of injustice, of shame, of humiliation… and that triggers 
the process. Religion therefore is a kind of a veneer which masks this problem of 
identity. These factors, often decisive, are rarely taken into account when tackling 
radicalisation. However, if one manages with the family to put the finger on these 
points of rupture, there are chances of being able to work on them.

• creating support groups where (young) Muslims can gather to speak about their 
feelings of being ill at ease and the discrimination they experience is already 
working towards prevention and may even disarm the radicalisation process, even 
if it is only a first step.

• it is the accumulation of the early warning signs that should sound the alarm, and 
not individual isolated behaviours. Schools, associations, social workers etc. should 
be made aware of them in order better to identify these indicators. But the current 
check lists for detecting people at risk are highly simplistic (caricatural).

• the law should be far more responsive: if the family circle raises the alarm and is 
looking for help from the law, the response comes much too late and the young 
person has a great deal of time to fall through the net (cf. the case of minors who 
are able to travel alone and without the right ID).

Seminar of 21 September 2015: Detecting the first signs and preventing departures
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• there is a huge need for training in this field: training teachers (especially in reli-
gious faith classes) in the right way to manage a debate in class to avoid slippage; 
training of social workers so that they know how to tackle a young person who 
appears to be becoming radicalised. Professionals feel that they are ill-prepared 
and therefore, through fear of getting it wrong, often prefer to do nothing. They 
should also know to whom to turn to report certain problem cases. A green phone 
number should be set up or a central point of contact like a hotline, like in Ger-
many.

• we should not lose sight in this approach of the purely legal dimension, because 
many of the questions raised by parents are to do with questions of law: should 
they report the disappearance of a young person who is of age, and if so, to whom? 
Can they sue? Will the young person automatically go to prison when he returns? 
That is why, if a hotline is set up, it would be a good idea to have separate numbers, 
one for raising the alarm in case of danger and the other for simple requests for 
information.

• at the moment there is no formal “deradicalisation’ or reintegration into society 
forseen for the fighters who come home to Belgium. If they are imprisoned, no 
formal follow-up is foreseen, either in prison or when they come out.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, there was a great degree of consensus among the seminar participants 
for emphasising the collective and social dimension of the radicalisation process, which 
always results from an interaction with particular environments. Ideally, and in the 
long term, it must be possible to act upon these triggering elements: reducing inequality 
and discrimination, encouraging the inclusion of everybody, allowing each individual 
to find his place in society, developing possibilities for psychosocial care (for example, if 
problems have arisen with the father figure) etc. But in the short term, working with the 
families is already a way of taking into account the importance of the social environ-
ment, because the family circle often holds the keys to eliminating the radicalisation 
process.

Therefore there are calls for a multiplication and funding of supporting structures 
which could provide help to the circle of family/close friends and would interact on their 
behalf with the authorities. But resources must not be dispersed. Approaches must be 
harmonised. These support associations should therefore be recognised as full partners 
in the framework of local authority consultations, such as urban and communal preven-
tion plans.

Seminar of 21 September 2015: Detecting the first signs and preventing departures
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What to do after a young person 
has left?

Seminar of

19 October 2015
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This second seminar followed on directly from the previous one, but this time was devoted 
more particularly to providing support to families where a loved one has left to fight abroad. Even 
when it had not been possible to prevent him from leaving, often because he had prepared for this 
in the greatest secrecy, the family has to remain at the centre of concern. First of all to prevent the 
young fighter from managing to influence his relatives, starting with his brothers and sisters; also 
because the family (especially the mother in the case of young women who leave to join conflict 
zones) is usually the sole link to the area of origin which has any chances of being maintained.

Seminar of 19 October 2015: What to do once a young person has left 
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1. THREE TESTIMONIES, THREE EXPERIENCES

Edit Schlaffer (Women without borders – Vienna)
All too often, women remain the invisible players in the problem area of radicalisation. 
Yet they are the closest witnesses and also the people best placed to keep up contacts with 
a child who has left.

Women are also too isolated. The mother of a young fundamentalist recruiter told 
Edit Schlaffer that if she had known that her neighbour had been facing up to the same 
situation as herself, they could have joined forces to look for a solution rather than deny 
that any problem existed. To gain a better understanding of what women were able to 
do and what they needed, a research study was conducted among a thousand mothers in 
regions affected by terrorism. They were asked three questions: Whom do they trust? 
What are they afraid of?  What do they need?

• Above all they trust trust each other, and they also trust fathers and teachers, 
whom they regard as more important potential allies than religious leaders (confi-
dence rate 58%), even though nearly all the women surveyed were practising Mus-
lims. Everything in connection with official authorities ranked very low in trust.

• Above all else they are afraid of recruiters and social media.
• They need better detection of the early warning signs and to know more about how 

radicalisation works; they also want to be able to develop their parenting skills, 
especially through meeting other women.

Women are capable of protecting their children against the violent ideology of the 
recruiters as long as they are given the tools to do this and that they can have confidence 
in their own skills. That is what prompted Edit Schlaffer in 2013 to create the model 
of “Mothers School”, firstly in the zones at risk in Africa and Asia, then in Europe. In 
Belgium this innovative concept became established in Brussels and Vilvorde under the 
leadership of Saliha Ben Ali (see the 21 September seminar). 

These groups of 10 to 20 women are moderated by instructors (social workers, 
teachers, psychologists etc.) who know the local context well and are therefore able to 
lead a discussion tailored to the local circumstances. They work in tandem after having 
themselves been trained by Women Without Borders. The programme of ten weekly 
modules tackles the different aspects of the radicalisation process (warning signs, com-
munication, resilience etc.) in a manner that is entertaining and interactive, inviting 
the participants to share their experiences. For many women, it is the first time they 
have ever spoken in public. To ensure that the moderators themselves feel confident, it 
is essential that they should be well-known local personalities who are recognised and 
respected in their community.

One of the lessons learned from this experiment is that at the beginning of the radi-
calisation process there is often a “window of opportunity”, a period when the youngster 
talks openly about the new ideas that have been put into his head; he is proud of these 

Seminar of 19 October 2015: What to do once a young person has left 
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ideas and tries to pass them on to people around him. This is the moment when mothers 
should be really well prepared to be able to counter this change. Later on, the child tends 
to withdraw into a shell and avoid all discussion.

This implies that women are aware that they have the right to intervene, even a duty 
to do so, but their first reaction is often: “he’s grown up”, “he knows what he is doing”, 
“he seems happy like that”, “it’s not my job to interfere” and so on. Ideally they should 
be able to work hand in hand with the mosque. But some imams don’t always have the 
proper reactions: for example, they may throw the youngster out of the mosque for fear 
of contamination, instead of talking to him and using their authority to eliminate the 
radicalisation process.

If the youngster has left, despite everything, his brothers and sisters should imme-
diately receive attention. In fact, his mother is probably spending whole days on the In-
ternet or going outside the house to seek information about her absent child. Hence her 
other children are likely to feel themselves abandoned or believe they are less important 
in her eyes. This makes them especially vulnerable.

Mothers are highly realistic and know that “rescue missions” to try to bring back a 
child who has left are practically always in vain. They do everything they can to main-
tain contact with him or her; it is important that they tell their child that they love him 
and will never abandon him, and they should remind him who he is and where he comes 
from; they should also offer practical advice… that is the only way for them to maintain 
a modicum of influence and hopes of bringing him home some day.

Anissa Akhandaf (“Radicalisation” Programme of the City of Antwerp)
Anissa Akhandaf has for several years been managing a programme providing per-
sonalised assistance in Antwerp. It is difficult to give exact numbers of departures for 
conflict zones: some departures go unreported while other young people are mistakenly 
considered as fighters whereas they may have left to study in Egypt, for example. As a 
general rule, it seems however that the information campaigns and the circulation of 
some particularly shocking images of the Islamic State have had a dissuasive effect and 
that the number of departures has been going down recently. 

At the start, everybody had been rather caught off guard and experimental solutions 
were improvised in attempts to confront the first wave of departures. Efforts were made 
to mobilise as many actors as possible, but no distinction was made between families 
where a child had already left, was likely to leave or had come back home. Resources had 
also been very limited: there were only two public officials to handle the whole workload.

Nowadays the approach is more organised and the team has been enlarged. The 
choice has been made to focus on young people showing signs of radicalisation and 
tempted by another departure. This prevention activity is carried out in the framework 
of a wide partnership with the police and a whole series of local actors from the sectors 
of education, welfare, immigration etc. Where there are worrying signs, these partners 
first of all try to mobilise their internal resources to approach the young person to pre-
vent him from sliding towards extremism.

Seminar of 19 October 2015: What to do once a young person has left 
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If they believe they will not succeed through using their own resources, they contact 
the service run by Anissa Akhandaf, who then makes contact with the family and goes 
to visit them at home. The objective is to assess how serious the problem has become, 
what the family needs and what solutions can be put in place to bring the young person 
out of his isolation: coaching, educational support, academic difficulties to be settled, or 
something else. A course of up to six months is offered, with a less intensive follow-up 
during a further six-month period.

However, the families with a child who has left are not forgotten. Psychological 
support is offered to parents to help them overcome this traumatic event and, above all, 
to continue to be good parents to their other children. If the mother is a single parent, 
you sometimes see a young teenager assume the role of protective father, which is not a 
healthy situation.

The first reaction of fathers is often to try to find out the identity of the person who 
recruited their child in order to go and find his family who they believe is responsible 
for the situation. Obviously, this kind of reaction should be blocked. Their feeling of fail-
ure and guilt is immense. Sometimes it leads to a 180° turnround: suddenly they start 
forbidding their other children to go out or to watch TV. The educational support aims 
to help them re-establish their authority without however breaking the thread and by 
giving them tools to be able to communicate better with their children, above all if they 
are teenagers. The father figure is indeed a key element in the process of (de)radicalisa-
tion.

Melanie Smith (Institute for Strategic Dialogue – London)
With the help of social media the Institute for Strategic Dialogue has managed to profile 
young women who are leaving to live in the Islamic State, to monitor how they became 
radicalised and to find out about their living conditions over there. The objective was 
above all to be able to prevent any new departures. It is extremely unlikely that they will 
come back home, given that they have very little freedom of movement: only a hand-
ful of women have managed to leave the Daesh region while several hundred men have 
managed to do so.

Analysis of their posts in the social media reveals masses of information: on their 
contacts, on their daily lives, the languages they speak … For example, many girls have 
tended to create a linguistic comfort zone by getting together in groups with other wom-
en speaking the same language in Europe. In most cases, they get married within the 
first two or three weeks after arriving in the region and they get pregnant very quickly.

Maintaining contact with their mothers is particularly important for the young 
girls. As a rule, they get back into contact after six to eight months, when the novelty of 
the situation has worn off and they begin to suffer from their isolation and even from 
marital violence. Pregnancy and childbirth constitute two events that trigger their 
desire to turn towards their own mothers to ask for advice.
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Another research objective is finding out how the Daesh propaganda works, especial-
ly when it targets women, in order to oppose it more effectively. This propaganda is very 
cleverly designed and makes use of arguments that are very different from the messages 
targeting men. Thus it is possible to dangle before them the opportunity to lead the lives 
of ‘authentic’ wives over there, able to live according to their faith without any obstacles 
and who will receive all due recognition at their proper value: they will not “become sex 
objects” as in the West and will want for nothing in the way of material goods. In short, 
they are offered the chance to participate in the building of the Islamic State without 
having to take up arms themselves.

This propaganda is very direct, “from woman to woman” and plays a lot on the no-
tion of “sisterhood”: young girls are led to believe that they will be living in a kind of 
community of sisters where each woman helps the others; but in reality they often find 
themselves very isolated. Nowadays, prevention campaigns against radicalisation are 
too impersonal, according to Melanie Smith, and do not take sufficiently into account 
certain relevant aspects such as this notion of “sisterhood”, which can seem so attractive 
to young girls aged  15 – 16 who are still trying “to find themselves”. 

 
When a young girl realises that she has gone down the wrong road, she often regrets 

that she had not listened to her mother. But on her own account, she also regrets that she 
had been too passive and had not made use of the “window of opportunity” as described 
above. That was the case, for example, of a young woman from Manchester - a case well 
known in the UK – who had openly spoken at mealtimes about her admiration for the 
Daesh but her mother had not reacted at all. It remains culturally difficult for mothers 
to tackle these difficult questions openly.

The handful of women who do manage to come home could be trustworthy witness-
es to tell the truth of what is really going on over there. Unfortunately, in the UK at any 
rate, they are given a status which prevents them from speaking out in public. 

2. QUESTIONS FROM THE PARTICIPANTS  

One participant thought there might be certain family environments, themselves 
close to radicalism, who approved of the young person’s leaving and were proud that he 
had gone off to defend their faith. Anissa Akhandaf replied that, up till now, she had 
never met a single case of a family that was not suffering in such circumstances or one 
that upheld the child’s decision. Sometimes it happened that parents say “I understand 
why he left” but this is mostly a way of tyring to find some sense in their grief rather 
than speaking in support.

In reply to another question, Edit Schlaffer stressed how important it was that the 
support groups should receive professional guidance with properly trained moderators. 
Parents can be going through very different situations: some have lost their child 
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others hope to see him again, others are simply worried... There are precautions to be 
taken for managing this diversity of experiences: a support group is not something that 
is improvised, otherwise the result may be catastrophic. 

Another danger is that researchers and journalists attend these discussions and 
go off having picked up a couple of superficial quotes to feed into a study or an article. 
Mothers then feel that the words are being taken out of their mouths.

It is every bit as vital to work with fathers, but this needs a distinctly different ap-
proach because they also suffer, but in a different way. Their reputation is tarnished 
and this can be revealed in feelings of shame and guilt, going into a shell, even starting 
a depression. You have to make them understand that their child’s decision is above all 
an act of rebellion directed against society (as, in another epoch, young people rebelled 
against an established social order) and is not necessary a personal attack.

3. WORKING GROUPS

The working groups were asked to consider the case of a young man who learns 
through the social media that his 20-year old sister is on the point of crossing the Syrian 
border to join the Islamic State. They were asked three questions:

• To whom can the young man or his family turn to get help and informa-
tion?

• They can apply to the prevention services (or to prevention officers) who exist in 
practically every large commune, some of whom have a specialist unit devoted to 
the issue of radicalism.

• There is also a green number in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation, but its capac-
ity to give helpful guidance is open to question.

• There’s not really a place where one can simply obtain help or information: the 
family can only apply to official bodies (the commune, the police) who are under 
a reporting obligation, which sets off a procedure of international search.

• Warning the Minister of Foreign Affairs. For all persons officially resident in 
Belgium: consular assistance.

• Denial, ignorance and fear are the brakes on the families’ willingness to go 
looking for help. At first, it may be that the family is unwilling to recognise the 
problem: in a second phase, the fear of legal consequences and administrative 
penalties (for example, losing family allowances) can put them off contacting 
authorities. They then turn first of all towards the network of local and trust-
worthy people (street workers, people living in the same area etc) in the search for 
help and information.

• Available services are scattered all over the place and it is very hard to locate 
them: do they have any operational national helpline number? Which com-
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munes run local prevention services? Which are the front-line services?  Nobody 
really knows, and that by itself demonstrates the size of the problem.

• As long as there is no central contact point, people normally contact the police in 
the first instance. Some people feel that relations between citizens and the police 
have improved and that people are trusting them more (cf. better communica-
tions, less repressive and more personalised actions etc).

• What advice would you give to this family if they contacted you, what 
steps would you then take?

• The police could enter the details of the young girl’s passport in an international 
database so that she could be intercepted by the Turkish authorities. Then there 
are two options: either the family travels over there to collect her, or Turkey 
repatriates her to Belgium. The Belgian national prosecutor’s office opens a case 
file to determine whether there are any grounds for starting legal action.

• Guide the family towards using the specialist services (often the prevention ser-
vice at communal level) which could activate their networks (contacting liaison 
agents) to try to prevent her from crossing the border.

• Ensure that the family is comprehensively follow-up, which implies working 
upstream in a multidisciplinary network (psychological, social, legal).

• Warn the school attended by her brothers and sisters to pay attention that they 
do not become marginalised.

• What practical measures would you advise in terms of assistance pro-
vided to families with a member who has left for Syria or Iraq?

• Set up local contact points that are independent of public authorities and that 
can simply supply information or give advice (even if this advice has to be to 
contact the police, like in the present case study).

• Create a network of trusted people (parents, imams, teachers etc) resident in the 
neighbouring areas to encourage a first contact with the families who are look-
ing for help. This network could encourage the family to keep in contact with 
the young woman and to gather as much information as possible to make her 
homecoming easier.

• If local actors (street educators, peacekeepers) are going to be useful points of 
contact, account should still be taken of their authority, their legitimacy and 
their training in this domain.

• Set up a service just like that of SOS Sects.
• Put in place a referral system like the one that exists for fighting human traf-

ficking to enable long-term management and to avoid a vicious circle of ‘revic-
timisation”.

• Disassociate the return to Belgium from the concept of “deradicalisation”: in 
certain cases avoid that the young person’s return to Belgium is automatically 
followed by a spell of imprisonment which would devastate him and his close 
circle even more.

• Support the self help groups bringing together parents of young people who have 
either become radicalised or are likely to become radicalised.

• Develop a tool for creating wide scale public awareness to encourage people to 
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speak out about the problem and/or take initiatives, and work on the reluctance 
of families to apply to the public services for help.

• Avoid certain perverse consequences of the mandatory reporting procedure. In-
deed, when the details of a passport are registered in an international database, 
they stay there even after the holder has returned to Belgium. Cases are known 
of people who, together with their relatives, were prevented from visiting their 
families in Morocco or Turkey because the database had not been updated. It 
even happens that a wide scale neighbourhood investigation is conducted on the 
family members living in those countries.

• Provide administrative assistance to families made necessary, for example, to 
remove the administrative obstacles and financial difficulties caused by the 
absence of death certificates in unconfirmed cases.

• Retighten links with the mosque, which can be an important partner (yet many 
youngsters who have left never went to the mosque).

• Take care there is a good balance between active and passive help (to avoid any 
“suction effect”)

• Provide practical tools that help people gain better understanding of the young 
person’s inner self-awareness, and to come out of back and forth dialectical argu-
ments, drawing upon the first hand accounts of the young people concerned.
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The homecoming of jihadist fighters, the central theme of the third and final seminar, also 
raises a great many questions: is it still possible that the homecomings are genuinely of free will? 
If yes, how do you reconcile security with reinsertion? Is it feasible to involve offenders who real-
ise that they had gone down the wrong path in strategies for prevention and creating awareness?  
And how should we coordinate the security measures envisaged by the government (systematic 
imprisonment of fighters upon their return, wearing electronic tags) with the work of the associa-
tions who are actively helping the families? 

Three privileged witnesses formed the panel of speakers: André Vandoren, Advocate General 
and former director of OCAM, with Maître Christophe Marchand, criminal lawyer, who had 
also been the defence lawyer for young people returning from conflict zones, and Virginie Leblicq, 
clinical psychologist and family psychotherapist, who works daily with radicalised young people 
and their families and close friends.
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1. THE EXPERIENCE, VISION AND PRACTICES 
OF THE THREE SPEAKERS

André Vandoren (Advocate General)
The very first plan for fighting violent radicalisation dates back to 2005, the time when 
the first fighters left, then it was gradually implemented. A process like this is not built 
in one day. You have to recognise that it had taken us some time to became fully aware of 
the phenomenon; at a certain moment, we were late, particularly in our interaction with 
the families and mothers. Nevertheless, we have been doing some catching up, especially 
after the emergence of the Islamic State, which made this problem even wider. This 
ended up in the creation of task forces, one national and several at local level.

We have to be constantly vigilant because the problem never stops evolving. Already 
it is not the same as it was a year ago. Wanting to join the Islamic State is completely 
different from leaving to fight in Syria. Moreover, the Daesh is employing new and far 
more sophisticated propaganda methods that exploit the possibilities of the internet and 
social media. The profile of the fighters is also changing. For example, we see increasing 
numbers of women go off to conflict zones accompanied by young children.

Today there are some positive signs, such as falling numbers of departures noticed 
over recent months. That is the sign that we are on the right track and that our efforts 
are beginning to bear fruit.

Christophe Marchand (lawyer)
As a lawyer, I was asked to defend about fifteen young people charged with violent 
radicalisation. To this day not one of them has fallen back into terrorism. In the secrecy 
of a meeting room, many of these young people who had left to become fighters told me 
that they were traumatised because they had been witnesses, even accomplices, of mass 
crimes (torture, summary executions etc), rather like what had happened in Rwanda 
or in Bosnia. It is important to manage this traumatism, otherwise it can constitute a 
danger to society.

Virginie Leblicq (clinical psychologist and family psychotherapist)
In my everyday consultancy work I’ve noticed that there is no typical profile. Every fam-
ily is different and functions differently. Sometimes the young person has left or has 
returned home, but the parents are just as worried. You therefore have to work on a case 
by case basis, trying each time to get a good understanding of what happened and what 
were the exact causes. This is inevitably ‘learning on the job’.

I also noticed that, over the past two or three years, requests for help have been flow-
ing in. To find answers, I believe it is indispensable also to call upon the Muslim com-
munity itself : you need expertise in religious questions in order to be able to contradict 
any mistaken interpretations of Islam. That is why I work together with preachers, 
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including those abroad, even if this approach is sometimes criticised. They draw my 
attention to various points to work on with the young person to dismantle rigid visions 
or groundless ideas.

It is all the more important because many radicalised young people come from mod-
erate Muslim families – or even from non-Muslim families – who have no idea at all of 
what is happening to them and who often are not properly prepared to argue with their 
child.

2. ARE THE YOUNG PEOPLE WHO COME HOME THREATS, 
VICTIMS OR ALLIES?

André Vandoren 
There are two kinds of “returnees”: those who we know have come back and those who 
are back, but nobody knows this. This second category is obviously more dangerous. As 
far as the first category is concerned, you still have to be cautious and start by closing 
certain doors, with security in mind, before it is possible to envisage any process of re-
integration. We try to evaluate each case as objectively as possible and to determine the 
degree of involvement of each individual, even if it is not possible to send investigative 
teams to gather on the spot evidence.

Since 2012 there has been a list of ‘returnees’ which is constantly updated accord-
ing to the information supplied by different support services. The approach is always 
personalised, but public security remains the primary preoccupation.

Christophe Marchand
Studies have shown that approximately 10% of returnees fall back into violence or 
remain enlisted. This proportion is both small and enormous by comparison with the 
numbers of fighters concerned. In any case, it represents a threat that cannot be under-
estimated and which provides justification for precautionary measures to be taken. The 
authorities make a risk evaluation and order a psychological assessment of the return-
ee’s personality, but we don’t yet have a real method for doing this.

Despite that, up till now this screening has been effective. The recent attacks in 
Europe were committed by people who had ‘fallen under the radar’ and not by former 
fighters who had been evaluated and monitored.

I believe it is important to show them that we live in country where there is Rule of 
Law which works but still knows how to exhibit tolerance, even towards its enemies. One 
iconic example is that of a young man who had lost both his legs due to a bomb attack in 
Syria. Upon his return to Belgium, we told him that everything possible would be done 
to help him walk again one day. During his spell in prison he was able to visit an excel-
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lent rehabilitation centre, and today he can get about with the help of prosthetics. That 
is a concrete proof, for him and for his close circle, of the humanist nature of the society 
that he had wanted to destroy.

Virginie Leblicq
There are indeed some returnees who have sworn allegiance to the Islamic State and who 
remain its soldiers. When the young man poses a danger I make a point of telling him 
and also his family that a legal and juridical framework exists. Sometimes the young 
man is under formal supervision while I am helping him and I am required to deliver 
reports to a legal assistant. It is obvious that if I wish to maintain a link of trust with the 
young man and his family, I will only carry out such reporting after first discussing it 
with them and/or if in my opinion I believe that there is an imminent danger, which is 
rarely the case.

But, as Christophe Marchand has already said, most of them are in deep shock, not 
only because of what they have seen and what went against a certain ‘humanitarian’ 
ideal that they might have had at the outset, but also because of what they have lived 
through since then. They have had to escape in traumatising circumstances. They often 
feel that in this country they are in danger and have to go into hiding.

My experience has shown me that it is possible to put trust in the humanity that ex-
ists in each one of us and the capacity of every human being to bounce back. Our politi-
cal system could be reformed sympathetically towards an inclusive practice that would 
enable these young people to have a place where they could dismantle their negative a 
priori prejudices and beliefs, and it could show them that there is a place for them.

3. IS AUTOMATIC DETENTION IN PRISON REALLY NECESSARY?

André Vandoren
Prison is one of the pillars of the fight against radicalisation because everybody knows 
– and the same has been seen in other countries – that it is also a seedbed for radicali-
sation. It is an extremely difficult challenge to handle because it is often a creeping 
phenomenon.

Christophe Marchand
Prison detention is probably inevitable in most cases. When a young person suspected 
of terrorism comes to find me, I tell him immediately that the first thing to be done is 
that we go together to the police the very next day – and I also tell him we will fight to 
defend him correctly and to help him rebuild his life. The problem is that one only has 
one’s own resources to do that: in other domains, like narcotics, for example, a great 
many specialised associations can be applied to, but there are no similar facilities yet for 
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former radicalised fighters. 

I’ve also noticed that not one of the fifteen young men whose defence I have pleaded 
has ever been approached during his prison term to start a process of ‘deradicalisation’ 
and that no form of support has been offered to their families. At this level, there is an 
awful lot of progress to be made.

Virginie Leblicq
For some families who have no news about their child, prison represents almost a hope. I 
remember one mother telling me, “I hope he will be arrested over there and that he will 
be brought back to Belgium and put into prison; at least I could go and see him there.” 
This also gives an idea of how desperate these families get since they receive no informa-
tion at all about the situation of their child.

In my opinion, prison is not necessarily the solution. It would be far better to provide 
a different kind of place for transition, somewhere where the young person would be 
able to tell his story, talk about his frustrations and his anger; a place where he would 
feel he is being listened to, where people would help him understand why and how he has 
landed in his present situation and what future he will be able to build for himself. But 
even when a young person comes to my office under supervision and when dialogue at 
the beginning seems difficult or even impossible, one always ends up finding a crack, 
a point of entry. This would seem to me to be more effective than wanting to answer 
violence with the violence of imprisonment.

4. RADICALISM AND VIOLENT RADICALISM

Virginie Leblicq
Even the expression ‘deradicalisation unit’ is off-putting. A young person already finds 
it difficult to take the step of meeting a psychologist, but who would want to go to see 
a ‘deradicaliser’? The youngster could also feel that society is trying to push him into 
some form of ‘consensus’ that he does not agree with and also perceived this as an attack 
on his right to think differently.

Christophe Marchand
I too believe that in a democracy radicalism is a principle that must be respected. People 
can have radical ideas. I define myself as a radical atheist – but that does not prevent me 
from defending the rights of people who think in a completely different way to me
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Hadelin Féront (from the floor)
In this context it is important to clarify that the officials appointed in the communes do 
not carry out a work of ‘deradicalisation’, which would consist of working on the young 
person’s basic standards and values in an effort to change them. It would be better to 
talk about ‘disengagement’. The ideas of the individual are respected, even if they devi-
ate from the consensus of our democratic institutions, as long as they remain within the 
limits of the law, in other words, as long as there is no incitation to hatred or to violence 
or, of course, any use of violence.

5. COLLABORATION AT LOCAL LEVEL

André Vandoren
The local level is absolutely essential: that is the place that must receive information 
whereby one can know who has left, who has come back, who has disappeared … It also 
helps to identify more rapidly those individuals who are being radicalised. Nobody 
wakes up on a sunny morning with the idea of suddenly turning into a terrorist! The 
local actors (schools, social workers, district police etc.) must be able to detect and pass on 
certain signs as early as possible.

A remarkable collaboration has been established between the public prosecutor’s 
office, security services, federal and local police, the communes, social services etc. and 
this constitutes a world’s first. I would not say that everything is perfect, and some may-
ors believe that they do not receive enough information. In any case, huge progress has 
been made in just a few years and a real willingness to collaborate exists at the various 
levels concerned.

Hadelin Féront (from the floor)
Another argument in favour working locally is that various services exist at communal 
level (social services, placement services, legal aid etc.) which enable rapid action to be 
taken, for actions to be coordinated and approaches to be centralised. It then becomes 
possible to work in a multidisciplinary way without having to send the young person 
round a whole series of different offices: there is just one contact person who works with 
a network of local partners.
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6. FALL-OUT FOR THE FAMILIES

Christophe Marchand
What singles terrorism out in comparison with other crimes is that the whole family 
becomes embroiled, and people are only too ready to label them. As a lawyer, I usually 
maintain close contacts with the relatives of the accused. Most families choose in fact to 
support their child, as they would do if other forms of crime were involved, by adopting 
an attitude of moral neutrality with regard to the acts that have been committed. But 
some families decide to break off all relations with him. It can also happen that a whole 
section of the family finds itself being prosecuted.

Virginie Leblicq
The families with whom I work generally feel helpless, they fear everything – that their 
child is dead, that he is going to prison, that they will find themselves stigmatised or 
facing charges - but they don’t know who to turn to. There is still a crying lack of infor-
mation and coordination.

As professionals, we too are at quite a disadvantage in the face of this new phenom-
enon. We have to draw up ourselves our own plans for intervention, seek out people to 
work with, especially within the Muslim community. Sometimes, for example, I go to 
an imam with a young man in order to stop him from leaving. Connections are starting 
to become established, but we need more time to learn how to get to know each other 
properly.

7. CURRENT EXCESSES

Comment from the floor
People are calling for grassroots actors to have so much vigilance that this sometimes 
backfires, bringing disproportionate reactions. It’s enough that one word is let slip or 
one child makes a joke in bad taste for the school to call the police, then the child and his 
family are questioned, with all the risks of resulting media interest and stigmatism.

Virginie Leblicq
This is absolutely true. Just this morning, I was contacted by a PMS3 who told me that a 
school had raised an alert concerning a young girl whose case I was following. I was flab-
bergasted because I know her well and she doesn’t show any signs of radicalisation. It was 
simply a matter of a young girl feeling insecure, experiencing family problems at home 
and who one day shouted at her parents, “If that’s how it’s going to be, then I’m leaving 

3  PMS psycho/medico/social centre
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for Syria!” Luckily in this particular case, the PMS psychologist had the reflex to contact 
me, which doubtless prevented this minor incident from acquiring any excessive sig-
nificance. This demonstrates yet again the importance of having excellent coordination 
between the different services.

You have to realise that this whole problem, very much exposed to the media, is like 
manna for teenagers, who adore teasing us and playing on the current news to raise 
worries in their parents, in other grownups, in their teachers etc.  If we don’t manage 
to decode that, there is a risk that we will find ourselves coping with a mass of useless 
alerts, which will end up by being counter-productive. Teachers must take the time to 
speak calmly to the youngster to try to sort it all out.

Some sociologists argue that we are living in a ‘youth-oriented’ society, where ado-
lescence is overlapping adulthood. I believe that there is also a bit of that in the violent 
rebellion of many radicalised young people: a desire to test authority, society fighting 
back.

Question from the floor
Should the religious dimension be incorporated into the reintegration work being car-
ried out with these young people? Or the inclusion card be played instead?  

Christophe Marchand and Virginie Leblicq 
That is a very good question currently being discussed a lot. To the extent that religion 
is a basic motivation for them to become involved, it seems difficult to overlook this 
aspect. At the outset, these young people hold to an ideal, which is in itself is a positive 
sign, but this ideal has to be channelled.  We have to be capable of understanding every-
thing which makes sense to the youngster, and everything which makes up part of his 
identity, even if we don’t share it, otherwise one cannot work with him.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS: ESSENTIAL LESSONS DRAWN FROM 
THESE THREE SEMINARS

• There is no typical profile of a young person who becomes radicalised, no social 
classes that might be more or less affected than the others. The only noticeable 
statistically common denominator is the existence of psychosocial problems 
arising from family issues, especially where the father figure is concerned. You 
therefore have to avoid feeding the divisions between ‘us’ and ‘them’: it’s our 
children who are leaving!

• All too often the spotlight is on the individuals while forgetting that they form 
part of a social group (family, neighbourhood etc). The solution lies also in this 
social group and that is why it has to have priority for receiving support.

• Although many support and assistance activities target the mothers (or origi-
nate with them), the other family members should not be overlooked. The 
mother may tend to spend a great deal of her time in the search for information 
on her absent child. The other children thereby risk thinking that they are less 
important in her eyes and so are particularly vulnerable. It is also just as essential 
to work with fathers. Nowadays, radicalisation prevention campaigns do not pay 
enough attention to these kinds of issues.

• A ‘window of opportunity’ exists at the beginning of the radicalisation process: 
during this phase, the youngster speaks openly on the new ideas that have been 
put into his or her head, and is proud of them and tries to convince all his or her 
friends. This is exactly the time when the parents have to be in possession of eve-
rything needed to stop this change from happening.

• The violent radicalisation process is often triggered by a traumatic event (even if 
at first sight it might seem minor) which provokes in the young person a feeling 
of injustice, shame and humiliation and leads him to question his identity. Close 
friends can help the parties to put their finger on this moment of breakdown 
in order to be able to work on it. In such cases, it is useless to enter into any 
ideological or theological debate with the young person, because religious fun-
damentalism is only a veneer that masks a problem of identity. 

• Other speakers thought that, in certain situations, it is difficult to disregard 
the religious dimension insofar as it is a basic component of the young person’s 
commitment. They feel a need for information and for the right skills to be able to 
contradict erroneous interpretations of Islam.

• New kinds of collaboration are being established between the public prosecu-
tor’s office, security services, federal and local police forces, communes, social 
services, etc. This facilitates a more rapid response in cases of signs of sliding 
towards violence. Nevertheless there is a need for local contact points, ones that 
are independent of official bodies, to which worried relatives may turn to obtain 
information and advice, without the risk of immediately triggering a cumber-
some legal process.

• Trust is a crucial factor for success and the respect of confidentiality must 
therefore be a basic rule for everybody intervening in the field. In extreme situ-
ations of clear threat to the young person himself or to third parties, it is best to 
encourage the family to go to the police themselves with this information. If the 
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family does not move, one can to go to the police on their behalf, while making 
it clear to the family that their secrecy will only be broken to denounce specific 
events.

• The terminology used is open to debate: some people criticise the term ‘(de)
radicalisation’ because it refers back to a social consensus to which each person 
will be obliged to adhere and they emphasise that the right to radical thinking 
(radicalims) is a principle that must be respected in any democracy. Therefore 
it is precisely violent radicalisation that must be fought against, and also any 
inducement to hatred and to violence. It would be more appropriate to speak about 
‘disengagement’ rather than ‘deradicalisation’.

• Whatever term is used, at the present time imprisoned former jihad fighters are 
not receiving any follow-up while they are in prison nor when they come 
out, according to a number of witnesses. Therefore is a pressing need here for 
reinsertion projects at this level.

• Psychological support is just as indispensable. Many young people who have 
left to fight come home traumatised because they have been witnesses to, and 
even participants in, mass crimes (torture, on-the-spot executions etc.). If this 
traumatism is not managed, it may constitute a danger for society.

• Statistics show that around ten per cent of the ‘returnees’ relapse into violence 
or remain enlisted in it. This is a threat that justifies the taking of precautionary 
measures. But that also means that it is possible to work constructively with the 
large majority of them, by showing them the humanist nature of the society that 
they had wanted to fight.

General conclusions: essential lessons learned from the three seminars
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APPENDIX 1. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECTS SELECTED IN 
THE FRAMEWORK OF THE CALL FOR PROJECTS ON ‘CON-
FRONTING RADICALISATION: SUPPORTING THE FAMILIES’

1) ‘Identitarian closure and radicalisation, a pedagogical resource for group expression based 
upon first-hand accounts of the young people concerned’. Asbl 2 Bouts (Forest) 

 Proposing a pedagogical resource and making a video on the life stories of young peo-
ple aged 15 -21 who are known for their identitarian closure and their radicalisation, 
as a catalyst for dialogue on this theme within the groups and their families.

 Amount: €10,000 

2) ‘Focused awareness building (in the family), support and outreach to prevent the radicalisa-
tion of young people’. Averroes (Ghent – Wondelgem).

 Amount: €10,000 

3) ‘Video to raise awareness: “Let’s have the courage to talk about radicalisation”!. 
BRAVVO (Brussels)

 Production of a video for creating awareness in the families in order to break taboos 
on radicalisation and to show them what support facilities are available.

 Amount: €5,500 

4) ‘Leiaarde PLUS!’. Buurt Initiatieven Kuurne (Kuurne)  

 Provision of facilities for holding informal meetings where families are able to ask 
questions about radicalisation, education, diversity and living together in diversity, 
and the launch of a support group run for and by parents. 

 Amount: €8,866 

5) ‘Parental Group CAW-Town of Vilvoorde’. CAW (Halle-Vilvorde-Asse)

 Setting up a group of parents of youngsters who have left for Syria to strengthen 
them in their parental role, prepare for a possible return of their son or daughter and 
ensure that they receive appropriate assistance.

 Amount: €3,850 
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6) ‘HOEDSAAM Project’. De Touter (Antwerp – Berchem) 

 Offering practical points of reference to parents of children currently on the path 
of (violent) radicalisation to help them reestablish relations with their children and 
keep control over the situation.

 Amount: €10,000

7) ’SLIM for parents’ (SLIM = Samen Leven IN de Maatschappij/Living Together IN Society). 
Elegast (Antwerp)

 Organisation of workshops in five impoverished neighbourhoods in Antwerp aimed 
at parents and close friends who want to know more about how young people become 
radicalised.

 Amount: €10,000 

8) ‘Discussion evenings with Mourad Benchellali’. Forum Belge pour la Prévention et 
la Sécurité Urbaine (Brussels) 

 Organisation of awareness-creation discussion evenings aimed at young people and 
their families and based on the personal experience of Mourad Benchellali, himself a 
former jihadist fighter who nowadays fights against the radicalisation of young peo-
ple, and tells them about the problems that he had encountered.

 Amount: €6000 

9) ‘Prevention of the violent radicalisation through supporting parents and children in school’. 
S.A.V.E. BELGIUM (Schaerbeek) 

 Preventing violent radicalisation by organising workshops and discussion meetings 
for parents and children in school.

 Amount: €10,000 

10) ‘Mother Schools’. S.A.V.E. BELGIUM (Schaerbeek)  

 Mothers drawing upon what they have themselves lived through inspire confidence 
in other mothers and provide them with the necessary skills to protect their children 
effectively against becoming radicalised. They meet once a week under the supervi-
sion of experts.

 Amount: €5000 
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11) ‘Series of conferences on education, young people and assisting families’. Unie van 
Moskeeën en Islamitische Verenigingen – Union of Mosques and Islamic 
Associations (Diegem-Machelen)

 Organisation of a series of conferences aimed at parental groups and concentrating 
on topics connected with radicalisation; parents are encouraged to take preventative 
steps and receive information on what services and assistance are available.

 Amount: €8000 

12) ‘Concerned parents’. Les parents concernés asbl (Molenbeek)

 Giving moral, psychological and administrative support to parents who have a child 
who has left for Syria and also if they come home.

 Amount: €8000
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APPENDIX 2.  SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES 

Anissa Akhandaf  
Anissa Akhandaf heads the City of Antwerp’s radicalisation prevention programme 
within the Social Action service of the “Living Together” unit. The main focus of her 
professional experience is on diversity and social cohesion with emphasis on the vol-
untary sector and volunteering in an urban context. She also teaches modern standard 
Arabic in the languages department of Encora (an adult education institute in Antwerp). 

Saliha Ben Ali
Saliha Ben Ali has been working for over 20 years as a social worker in Brussels. Mother 
of a young man who left for Syria and died over there, she founded the NGO S.A.V.E. 
Belgium (Society Against Violent Extremism Belgium), through which she hopes to 
share her own experience in order to help other families confronted with the departure 
or loss of one of their members,  and also to work with youngsters on identity building. 
Saliha is very much involved in various activities countering violent radicalisation at 
both national and international level.
http://www.savebelgium.org/ 

Julia Berczyk   
Julia Berczyk works as a research fellow for the ‘Institute for the Study of Radical 
Movements’ and is a counsellor for the NGO HAYAT-Deutschland at the ‘Centre for 
Democratic Culture’ (DDK) in Berlin. She is also studying for a PhD at the University 
of Amsterdam’s Department of Political Science. Affiliated with the programme group 
‘Challenges to Democratic Representation’ her PhD thesis examines community-level 
approaches in countering terrorism and extremism and compares the local policies and 
projects that have been implemented in Berlin and Amsterdam.
http://hayat-deutschland.de/mitarbeiter/

Amy-Jane Gielen 
Amy-Jane Gielen is a researcher and consultant publishing regular articles on radicali-
sation and jihadist fighters. She is currently much in demand as a speaker both in the 
Netherlands and in other countries. She runs conferences and training courses and pro-
vides advice to parents of young fighters who have left for Syria and Iraq (and sometimes 
die out there), and also to families with members who have tried to leave. This provision 
of advice feeds into the training sessions and the themed discussions which she organ-
ises. On behalf of the European Commission’s Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN) 
she runs conferences on violent radicalisation. She is also currently working on a PhD 
thesis at the University of Amsterdam on the effectiveness of anti-radicalisation policy
http://www.agadvies.com/
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Virginie Leblicq
A graduate of the Free University of Brussels (ULB) in clinical psychology and special-
ising in psychopathology, Virginie Leblicq developed an early interest in child abuse, 
infantile suffering, the civil courts for child protection and support with or without 
the family, particularly those with an exile background. She holds consultations in two 
neighbourhood medical centres at Molenbeek-Saint-Jean and in Schaerbeek and regu-
larly works in the Great Mosque of Brussels. In parallel she is researching the connection 
between a mother’s traumatism due to exile and her child’s developmental troubles as 
part of her PhD thesis at the ULB. 

Christophe Marchand 
A lawyer at the Brussels Bar since 1996, Mr Marchand found the  law firm ‘Juscogens’ 
in 2009. A specialist in criminal and international law, he has for the last 15 years 
defended a number of people prosecuted for terrorism not just in Belgium but also in 
the Netherlands, Spain, Italy and Morocco. He has brought several symbolic lawsuits 
(Ali Aarrass, The Ismalim Group of Moroccan Fighters, Julian Assange, …) before courts 
of international law. Currently he is defending several people who have returned from 
Syria, and is also a Counsel in a civil lawsuit in the case of the attack on the Jewish Mu-
seum in Brussels. He has contributed to many publications and seminars on the theme 
of fighting terrorism and respecting Human Rights, and is Associate Researcher at the 
Free University of Brussels (VUB).

Dr. Edith Schlaffer 
Dr Edit Schlaffer is the founder of the NGO Women Without Borders, based in Vienna, 
Austria. In 2008 this organisation launched the campaign Sisters Against Violent 
Extremism (SAVE) which established an international platform aiming at the better 
coordination of research into and the fight against radicalisation from the viewpoint of 
the families involved. Dr Schlaffer obtained her doctorate at Vienna University in 1972 
in Sociology and Communication Science and trained as a psychoanalyst at the Vien-
nese Children’s Hospital in 1986.
http://www.women-without-borders.org/home/ 

Melanie Smith 
Melanie Smith is a researcher and network coordinator at the Institute for Strategic 
Dialogue (ISD) in London, where she works on the ISD’s Women & Extremism (W&E) 
programme. Her research work includes analysis of the radicalisation process from the 
female perspective, where she specialises in the role of social media and the strength-
ening of the female voice in the fight against extremism. Melanie Smith joined ISD in 
March 2015. Prior to that she was working in the International Centre for the Study 
of Radicalisation and Political Violence (ICSR) at King’s College, London, where she 
contributed to build up the largest online databank of female migrants living in regions 
controlled by the Islamic State.
http://www.strategicdialogue.org/
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André Vandoren
Since January 2016 André Vandoren is Advocate General at the Brussels Bench. From 
2008 until 2015 he was director of OCAM, the organisation for coordinating and 
analysis threats. For over thirty years as a magistrate Mr Vandoren built up considerable 
experience and expertise on the subject of fighting terrorism, organised crime, corrup-
tion and drug trafficking at both national and international level.
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King Baudouin Foundation
Working together for a better society 
 
The King Baudouin Foundation is an independent, pluralistic foundation working at the 
local, regional, federal, European and international levels. We seek to change society for 
the better so we invest in inspiring projects and individuals. In 2014 the King Baudouin 
Foundation and the Funds which it administers provided 30 million euro in support to 
270 individuals and 1.712 organisations for projects in the areas of poverty, health, deve-
lopment, civic engagement, heritage etc.
    
The Foundation also organises seminars, round table discussions and exhibitions, shares 
experience and research results through (free) publications, enters into partnerships 
and encourages philanthropy, working ‘through’ rather than ‘for’ the King Baudouin 
Foundation.  
2.122 people working in our steering groups, advisory committees, management com-
mittees and independent juries make their expertise available free of charge. Their ge-
nerous efforts ensure that the right choices are made on an independent, pluralistic basis.
 
The Foundation was set up in 1976, on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of King Bau-
douin’s reign.
 
With thanks to the Belgian National Lottery and to all donors for their valued 
support.
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